
     Reading Comprehension Questions  

 

D. 1-5): Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given            

below it. 

Yahoo’s 22-year life as an independent company has come to an end with its              

sale to Verizon for $4.8 billion. For all the promise it held as the first port of                 

contact for a generation that was new to the Internet and its possibilities, the              

end has been anti-climactic. Yet, such an ending had been increasingly           

anticipated for many years. After a heady start as ‘Jerry and David’s guide to the               

World Wide Web,’ a list of Web links named after its Stanford University student              

founders Jerry Yang and David Filo, Yahoo quickly lost the first-mover           

advantage. The company survived the dotcom bust of 2001, but from then on             

Yahoo could only play catch-up to a company younger by two years and founded              

by fellow Stanford students: Google. An end to the journey was imminent            

especially after the struggles in recent years to make itself relevant again in an              

Internet world very different from the one it had been born into — one              

dominated by search and social media. It is noteworthy that Google and            

Facebook, leaders in this world, were in the past considered by Yahoo for             

acquisition. Efforts by Google-import Marissa Mayer, Yahoo’s CEO since 2012, to           

give it a new direction resulted in a few high-profile acquisitions such as Tumblr,              

but evidently Yahoo could not fundamentally reinvent itself. Ms. Mayer could           

have only done so much. It could be argued that Yahoo lost direction pretty              

early. Experts have repeatedly pointed out that Google figured out what the            

Internet was all about much better than many of its rivals at the time, including               

Yahoo. While Google followed where the user went, Yahoo created a portal and             

expected to box in the user to its properties. Yahoo’s choices led media expert              

Jeff Jarvis to refer to it as “the last old- media company”. The lesson is not lost                 

on anyone: platforms always trump portals. But this is not the only opportunity             

that Yahoo missed. It bought Flickr much before the dawn of the Instagram age              

but could not do much with the photo-sharing site. Then, in 2008, Microsoft             

made a bid to acquire Yahoo for a whopping $44 billion. Yahoo rejected the              

offer, saying it was “substantially undervalued”. It also recently decided to write            

down a good chunk of the value of Tumblr, the blogging network it had bought               

for more than a billion dollars just a few years ago. Perhaps its best decision,               

amid missed opportunities and misreadings, was the $1 billion investment made           
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in 2005 in the then fledgling e-commerce company Alibaba, which is today a             

giant. After the sale to Verizon, this investment is all that Yahoo’s shareholders             

will be left with. And this amounts to a very healthy $41 billion. 

Q.1) Which among the following is false about Yahoo according to the passage? 

a) Yahoo like other search engines and web directories added a web portal in              

1998. 

b) Yahoo once a popular website in the world started to decline in the 1990s. 

c) Yahoo stands for "Yet Another Hierarchical Officious Oracle". 

d) The highest read news as well as media websites around the world is Yahoo               

with over 7 billion users. 

e) All the above are false. 

Q.2) Which among the following is true about Yahoo according to the passage? 

a) When Yahoo was founded by Jerry Yang and David Filo it was named in the                

start as ‘Jerry and David’s guide to the World Wide Web’. 

b) To prevent its citizens from purchasing memorable objects related to Nazi            

party Yahoo was taken to court in France. 

c) Yahoo discontinued the paid inclusion program to list the best commercial            

websites in the internet world. 

d) Yahoo provided advertises via ad program in which it was criticized for its              

move. 

e) None of the above is true. 

Q.3) What can be the suitable title for the passage? 

a) Yahoo: search engine 

b) Yahoo: An era of reputation 

c) Yahoo: From Top to Down 
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d) The Critical review of Yahoo 

e) Yahoo Vs Google  

Q.4) What can be inferred from “The lesson is not lost on anyone: platforms              

always trump portals” in the passage? 

a) The lesson cannot be learned by anyone where the platform is the most              

dominant player than portal. 

b) The lesson is that platforms always triumph against portals. 

c) The lesson should be learned by everyone that platforms always win portals. 

d) The lesson is equal for everyone that platforms always trump portals. 

e) The lesson should be learned about platforms and portals. 

Q.5) What can be inferred from “substantially undervalued” in the passage? 

a) Microsoft made an attempt to buy Yahoo but the offer was declined by Yahoo               

stating it was not valued as per its worth.  

b) Yahoo made an attempt to buy Tumblr but it was a failed try as its shares                 

were bought by Google. 

c) Google and Microsoft made Yahoo to get valued down with respect to the net               

worth. 

d) Blogger was bought by Yahoo with an undervalued worth of $1 billion. 

e) The search engine Google made Yahoo undervalued by an account of its 

usage in Global level. 

 

 

Comprehension Passage  

It is not luck but labour that makes a man. Luck, says an American writer, 

is ever waiting for something to turn up; labour with keen eyes and strong will 

always turns up something. Luck lies in bed and wishes the postman would bring 

him news of a legacy; labour turns out at six and with busy pen and ringing 

hammer lays the foundation of competence. Luck whines, labour watches. Luck 
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relies on chance, labour on character. Luck slips downwards to self indulgence; 

labour strides upwards and aspires to independence. The conviction, therefore, is 

extending that diligence is the mother of good luck. In other words, a man's 

success in life will be proportionate to his efforts, to his industry, to his industry, 

to his attention to small things. 

 

1. Which one of the following statements sums up the meaning of the passage? 

(a) Luck waits without exertion, but labour exerts without waiting 

(b) Luck waits and complains without working while labour achieves success 

although it complains 

(c) Luck is self- indulgent, but labour is selfless 

(d) Luck often ends in defeat, but labour produces luck 

 

2. Which one of the following words in the passage indicate that the writer does 

not ultimately reject the element of Luck? 

(a) 'Luck... is ever waiting' 

(b) 'Luck whines' 

(c) 'Diligence is the mother of good luck' 

(d) 'Luck... wishes the postman would bring him news' 

 

3. Which one of the statements is true about the passage? 

(a) Luck is necessary for success 

(b) Success depends only on hard luck 

(c) Expectation of good luck always meets with disappointment 

(d) Success is exactly proportionate to hard work 

 

4.”....Labour turns out at six and with busy pen and ringing hammer lays the 

foundation of competence”. What does this statement mean? 

(a) Hardwork of all kinds makes people efficient 

(b) Labour lays the foundation of the building 

(c) The writer and the labourer are the true eyes of the society 
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(d) There is no worker who works so hard as the labourer who begins his day at 

six in the morning 

 

Answers: 

1. The answer is (d). It can be derived through inference. Elimination will also 

help. (a) and (b) are eliminated easily on the basis of information.(c) and (d) are 

of a general nature, but you may come to the right conclusion by arguing that 

labour is not always selfless. One does hard labour for purpose. Again, 

remember the general hint that you should prefer a choice in such cases which 

includes the largest possibility. 

 

2. The answer is (c). The answer can be arrived at by simple inference. This is 

the implication of the passage as well. 

 

3. The answer is (d). The information is in the last sentence. 

 

4. The answer is (a). The information given in the middle of the passage and 

simple inference will help. The reference to both pen and hammer implies that 

the meaning here includes all kinds of work. The pen stands for mental work and 

the hammer for the physical labour. 

 

 


